
Park and Rec Minutes   Minutes corrected 

5/10/2021 

Present: Colby, Bruce, Karl, Diana and John 

Colby called the meeting to order at 5:37 pm 

Karl made a motion to accept the May’s meeting minutes. Seconded by Bruce. Motion passed with 

corrections to be made. 

Wayne Rush and Janice Crider were present to ask about the wave damage the wave boats are doing to 

the shoreline. They mentioned the shoreline by their area is disintegrating due to the waves being too 

rough. Bruce said he has lots of rip rap for anyone needing it to help stabilize the banks. A motion was 

failed but with it amended to say, No wave boat surfing with a sign posted and this added to the Rule 

Book… The motion was remade with these stipulations, seconded by Bruce. Motion passed. 

The Surman’s in L8 would like to add a walkway and dock. Karl made the motion to allow it and Diana 

seconded it. Motion passed but they will have to sign a Dock Agreement. Made by Diana to prohibit 

wave boats and motion was seconded by Bruce. Colby abstained. Motion Ottman’s have asked to a dock 

also. Karl made a motion to allow it and Bruce seconded it. Motion passed. 

Josh White was present with several dock questions. He wanted to know what was going on with the 

Cory Baker dock and also where can he move his dock to by his new camping spot. He will be allowed to 

have a temporary spot between Beck’s and Wilburne’s (who are not camping anymore). John or City 

Office staff will reach out to Wilburn’s and Peabody’s to see what is going to be done with this dock. This 

dock is not a private dock. 

All of the new cove signs are in place. We will need to get a “K” sign by Chuck Schecher’s area. 

News on the shelter house is the same. Nothing. 

Administrator’s Report: 

There have been 10 new camping spots added this year so far. 

The pool is full and will be opening Memorial weekend. 

Ball diamond--- all money is donated and they are looking for volunteers to tear down lumber. The long 

term plan is to find a teacher or someone to maintain and schedule the games. Pay them HIDC, City and 

?? 

Bruce mentioned a dumpster by him needs to be welded. 

Diana mentioned these dumpster lids are entirely too heavy and hard to open. 



Karl brought up the boat dock needs rock again at the end of the ramp. Boats are going to fall off the 

end of it doing damage to trailers and boats. 

A large majority of the buoys are up to the North end of the lake and need to be realigned. There have 

been barrels floating again in the lake. 

Colby talked about the Caretaker’s phone. 

The Dredge pond dam is breaking away. It is eroding on the south side of the pond. 

Karl made a motion to adjourn. Diana seconded it. Passed. 


